NEW TECHNOLOGY OFFERS CLEARER EXPIRATION, ADDITIONAL TIME FRAMES AND MORE.

We went back to the drawing board to make our TEMPbadge expiring visitor badges better than ever! These badges feature an all-new self-expiring technology that gives you more vibrant colors, clearer expiration indicators, an additional time frame and more.

- **New Black Mask**
  New badge backs feature a black box that prevents the migrating ink from bleeding through too soon. This box will not be visible once the badge is activated.

- **Time Indicator**
  Each badge will now have the expiration time frame discreetly printed on the badge or liner, allowing you to make sure the right badge is being used.

- **Universal Badge Backs**
  Don’t worry about matching specific backs to fronts. New TEMPbadge badge backs will work with all time frames, streamlining your purchasing process.

- **Additional Time Frame**
  We’ve added a new 3-day expiration time frame to go along with the existing time frames (Half-day, 1-day, 7-day), giving you more flexibility.

- **Clearer Expiration**
  The expiration indicator on the new TEMPbadge is a brighter, more vivid red, making it easier to see when a badge is no longer valid.

- **Color Printing**
  Two new TEMPbadge badges will be compatible with the Primera LX500 printer for fast, efficient color customization.